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SIESTA Motorhomes 2014

» Families. Couples. Sportspeople. Bon vivants. Leisure dreams are
individual. We have the right motorhome for every requirement – with
the best possible practical benefits for an unforgettable holiday. «
Harald Striewski, Company owner

My HOBBY
My Hobby
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Siesta V60 GF

» Here today, there tomorrow.
Simply being spontaneous – whether it’s in
the city or in the countryside. That’s freedom. «

SIESTA VAN
4
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Siesta V65 GE

SIESTA VAN
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Dynamic city hopper
Do you also like to discover Europe’s cities on
holiday? But do not want to be without your
mobile home when doing so? Then the SIESTA
VAN is the motorhome for you.
With a width of 2.18 metres, you can drive
the SIESTA VAN even along narrow streets and
around big cities in a relaxed fashion. You will
French bed

Single bed

come to appreciate the slim design especially
when looking for a parking space!
The SIESTA VAN is available in two layouts –
depending on whether you prefer a double or
single bed. Both models are equipped with a
cleverly arranged washroom, a spacious kitchen
and plenty of storage room with a payload of up
to 849 kg. Like all SIESTA models, the roofs
and undercarriages on the SIESTA VAN are also
coated with GRP and feature the newly developed
and patented HOBBYTherm® vehicle floor.

Compact washroom with integrated
shower cubicle

SIESTA VAN
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Practical kitchen

Highlights
5,60 m
5,99

Total length from
5,999 mm

Roof and floor
made of GRP

2,18 m

Body width from
2,180 mm

Patented HOBBYTherm®
vehicle floor

2.18 m

Low-frame
chassis
3,5 t

849 kg

Maximum garage size
due to lowered rear
(V65 GE)

Technically permissible
maximum laden mass
3.5 t

LED lighting
technology

Payload up to 849 kg

TRUMA Combi 4
hot air heater

(depending on model)

MODels
V60 GF

V65 GE

L: 5.999 mm · B: 2.180 mm
H: 2.790 mm · G: 3.500 kg

L: 6.690 mm · B: 2.180 mm
H: 2.790 mm · G: 3.500 kg

SIESTA V60 GF

SIESTA VAN
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Siesta T65 GE

»Our times spent in the countryside are like little islands.
Infinitely valuable.«

SIESTA
8
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Siesta T65 GF

SIESTA
9

Going to bed in
comfort
Do you know exactly what you want? And do you
place great emphasis on comfort and freedom of
movement even when you are travelling? Then
you will like the SIESTA.
With six models, the semi-integrated motorhomes
offer you the largest choice out of the SIESTA
French bed – crosswise

French bed – lengthwise

series. Above all, the bedroom areas are tailored
to a wide range of needs – from a comfortable
double bed to practical single beds and a generous queen-size bed. If you are travelling with
more than two people, the T65 HFL with dropdown bed is the ideal solution.
The kitchen, washroom and living area in the
SIESTA are designed for a generous sense of
space in all models. This is ensured by clever
detailed solutions and intelligent functions. As
with all SIESTA models, the newly developed and
patented HOBBYTherm® vehicle floor is also used
on the semi-integrated motorhomes. The standard
GRP coating protects the roof and undercarriage.

Single beds

SIESTA
10
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Easy-to-operate and space-saving
drop-down bed

SIESTA T65 HFL

SIESTA
11

Kitchen with Slim
Tower refrigerator, T65 GE

SIESTA T65 GE, Montana upholstery (optional)

SIESTA
12
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Corner kitchen with large
under-sink cupboard, T65 HFL

Highlights
2,34 m

2.34 m

3,5 t

707 kg

Body width from
2,340 mm

Patented HOBBYTherm®
vehicle floor

Low-frame
chassis

Maximum garage size due
to lowered rear

Technically permissible
maximum laden mass
3.5 t
Payload up to 707 kg

LED lighting
technology
Slim Tower refrigerator

(depending on model)

(not in T60 GQ)

Roof and floor
made of GRP

Drop-down bed
(T65 HFL)

models

Compact washroom with integrated
shower cubicle

Side washroom with sliding washbasin

T60 GQ

T60 FL

L: 6.238 mm · B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.790 mm · G: 3.500 kg

L: 6.490 mm · B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.790 mm · G: 3.500 kg

T65 GF

T65 GE

L: 6.490 mm · B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.790 mm · G: 3.500 kg

L: 6.990 mm · B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.790 mm · G: 3.500 kg

T65 HFL

T70 GQ

Drop-down bed

L: 6.990 mm · B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.790 mm · G: 3.500 kg

L: 7.190 mm · B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.790 mm · G: 3.500 kg

SIESTA
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SIESTA A65 GM Family

» Holidays have to be uncomplicated. Simply pack
everything in and off you go – that’s exactly our thing. «

SIESTA ALKOVEN
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SIESTA A65 GM Family

SIESTA ALKOVEN
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A dream for the
whole family
Do you travel with children and all your gear?
Perfect – with up to six beds, the SIESTA ALKOVEN
provides more than enough space for the whole
family.
Parents will find a comfortable place to sleep in
the extra-large over-cab bed or in the French bed.
Children will feel at home in the bunk beds spe-

Extra-large over-cab bed with movable slatted frame

cially designed for their needs. Despite plenty of
room for everyone to sleep, there is still enough
freedom to move. For example, the slatted frame
on the over-cab bed can be moved. This creates
plenty of room to the cab.
Lots of people mean lots of luggage. No problem:
large wardrobes, drawers and shelves provide
plenty of storage space. Anything that cannot
be put away there will find room in the spacious
garage.

French bed, A70 GM

SIESTA Alkoven
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Children’s bunk bed, A65 GM Family

SIESTA A70 GM

SIESTA Alkoven
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Sporty, sporty
Do you want to be active on holiday? And have all
your sports equipment to hand at all times? Then
you will be thrilled, above all, by the extra-large
garage in the A55 GS Sport.
With a capacity of up to 3,260 litres and a
payload of almost 750 kg, the XXL garage offers
room for a great deal of sporting accessories.
Loading is easily done by hand thanks to the par-

SIESTA A55 GS Sport

ticularly large hatch with a wide opening angle.
Adjustable lashing eyes and rails in three different heights hold the equipment securely in place.
Do you need a fourth bed? If you want, there is
room for a second folding bed in the garage. The
additional bed will not impair the storage space:
the mattress and slatted frame are divided into
three and can be folded up into a small pack size.
Despite its generous storage space, the body of
the A55 GS Sport is surprisingly only 5.64 m
long – and is therefore ideal for drives full of
bends to faraway spots.

XXL garage with a capacity of up to 3,260 litres

SIESTA SPORT
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Two full-size beds thanks
to an extra bed

Folding beds create plenty of
storage space

SIESTA A55 GS Sport

SIESTA SPORT
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Dinette, A70 GM

SIESTA A60 GF

SIESTA ALKOVEN
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Half dinette, with sideways moving
passenger seat, A60 GF

Highlights
5,60 m
5,64

Total length from
5,638 mm

Roof and floor
made of GRP

2,34 m

Body width from
2,340 mm

Patented HOBBYTherm®
vehicle floor

Low-frame
chassis

Maximum garage size
due to lowered rear

Technically permissible
maximum laden mass
3.5 t

LED lighting
technology

2.34 m

3,5 t

748 kg

Payload up to 748 kg
(depending on model)

6

TRUMA Combi 6
hot air heater

Up to six people
when driving
(depending on model)

models

Shelving area on the cupboards

A55 GS Sport

A60 GF

L: 5.638 mm · B: 2.340 mm
H: 3.070 mm · G: 3.500 kg

L: 6.238 mm · B: 2.340 mm
H: 3.070 mm · G: 3.500 kg

A65 GM Family

A70 GM

L: 6.490 mm · B: 2.340 mm
H: 3.070 mm · G: 3.500 kg

L: 6.990 mm · B: 2.340 mm
H: 3.070 mm · G: 3.500 kg

Large side kitchen, A65 GM Family
and A70 GM

SIESTA ALKOVEN
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•H
 OBBYTherm®thermo-function floor
The sandwich construction of the
HOBBYTherm® floor is based on a form of
high-strength XPS thermal insulation. The
material is particularly damp-resistant and
rot-proof.

Hot air pipe

GRP

¡

 unroof in cab
S
The sunroof with integrated pleated blind
provides more light in the cab of the SIESTA
VAN and SIESTA. For even better insulation, the
complete roof panel is also backed with foam.

XPS foam

Feed and extraction pipes
installed to be frost-resistant

• Insulated roof hoods from DOMETIC SEITZ
All motorhomes have up to two DOMETIC
SEITZ roof hoods as standard. The large MidiHeki or the smaller Mini-Heki ensure the best
insulation, optimal ventilation and a friendly
atmosphere.

Design
22

• GRP

undercarriage
Durable and water-resistant: all SIESTA
models are fitted with a GRP undercarriage
as standard.

•D
 urable GRP roof
The GRP roof dampens the sound of rain
and provides much improved hail protection
compared to conventional aluminium roofs.
That saves money when it comes to insurance
premiums.

SIESTA Motorhomes 2014

•F
 lat vent windows
The particularly flat, double-glazed and tinted
insulated windows can be opened widely and
underline the dynamic exterior design.

•C
 ombi-cassette with pleated blinds and
insect screen
All side windows are equipped with combicassette blinds to protect against the sun and
insects.

•E
 xtendible entry access step and
sturdy side aprons
The electrically extendible entry access step
makes it easier to get in and out. The shapely
apron strip is made of aluminium and is therefore particularly resistant to damage.

• Body door with window and storage
compartments
The body door is equipped with sturdy hinges.
The window with integrated pleated blind
allows you to choose between a clear view or
privacy. The storage draws have space for bits
and pieces. The handle on the entrance helps
you to climb in.

• Insect screen for entrance door
The insect screen integrated for the entrance
door keeps mosquitoes and other pests at bay.

• Third

brake light and preparation for reversing
camera
The third braking light in LED technology
ensures safety on the roads. Pre-installed,
interior cable ducts make it easier to subsequently install a reversing camera.

• LED position light
Stay visible at all times even during the day,
thanks to bright LED position lights.

• LED entry light
The LED entry light helps you to see clearly

• Central locking with remote control
The cab doors can be locked at the press of
a button. Combined with the optional radio
alarm system (incl. gas detector), this makes

when getting in and out.

for perfect break-in protection.

• Elegant awning by THULE OMNISTOR
Protects against sun and rain: the THULE
OMNISTOR awnings are perfectly matched
to the respective length of the Hobby motorhomes.

¡

Powerful rear supports
The rear supports made of fibre-reinforced
plastic and aluminium weigh just six kilograms and provide totally secure support with
a load-bearing capacity of 500 kg.

• Series equipment

¡

Special accessories

safety Design
Design / Safety
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•F
 olding pleated blind system in the cab
The tried-and-tested REMIS pleated blind
system for the cab protects against unwanted
looks and sunshine.

• Comfortable interior standing height
Thanks to the interior standing height
of 1.98 m, even tall people have enough
headroom. The over-cab bed areas even
have a headroom of 2.15 m.

•R
 eading spotlights above the seating unit
The modern LED spotlights give off a cosy
light for games evenings, evening reading or
good conversations.

•P
 ivoting table extension
The table can be extended by an extra
tabletop with a simple action.
(not in A65 GM and A70 GM)

•D
 ecorative wood trim
The fresh decorative furniture trim ‘Maple
light’ with its dark applications creates a
friendly and light atmosphere.

¡

 aguna upholstery
L
(standard in the A55 GS Sport)

•C
 ocoa upholstery
(Standard upholstery, not in A55 GS Sport)

¡

Montana upholstery

 ven the driver’s seats can be covered in the living compartment fabric. The optioNote: E
nal carpet rounds off the overall ambience perfectly.

Living compartment
24
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•S
 pacious Slim Tower refrigerator
Improved sense of space thanks to reduced
installation depth: the Slim Tower refrigerator
developed by Hobby with a capacity of 140
litres, LED interior lighting and removable
freezer compartment. The large handle is easy
to operate.

The slightly elevated installation position means no more awkward bending over. (standard
in many models)

• DOMETIC SEITZ refrigerator
This refrigerator from the DOMETIC Series 8
has a capacity of 96 l. It also benefits from
a removable ice box and simple operation.
(depending on model)

 ED work surface lighting
•L
The bright LED spotlights ensure optimal
illumination in the kitchen.

• Kitchen drawers in comfort size
The large drawers with full extension provide a
good view and easy access. The soft-close mechanism ensures the drawers close softly and
quietly. They are locked using high-quality
push-lock mechanisms.

• Three-flame cooker with automatic ignition
Up to three dishes can be cooked at once on
the stainless steel cooker, also in larger pans
thanks to clever partition. The ignition safety
device stops the flow of gas when the flame
goes out. The glass cover acts as an additional
workspace.

• Kitchen power socket
Practical detail: the 230 V socket in the
kitchen.

• Stainless steel sink
Larger pans also fit easily in the sink, which
features a full-size kitchen tap.

• Series equipment

¡

Special accessories

Kitchen
Living compartment / Kitchen
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•P
 lenty of headroom in the sleeping area
The sleeping area features above-average,
generous headroom. This also guarantees a
relaxed sitting position.

¡

 ROLI comfort bed system with cold foam
F
mattress
The optional comfort bed system from FROLI
adapts to the body’s contours. Breathable
cells in the cold foam mattress provide a restful sleeping climate and pleasant ventilation.

Bedroom
26
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• Easily accessible clothes cupboards and shelves
In many models, sturdy steps make it easier to
reach the clothes cupboards above the beds.
Shelves create additional storage areas.

•C
 entral light switch in the sleeping area
Every Siesta is fitted as standard with
a practical touch switch for the interior
lighting.

• Optimal ventilation
The standard Mini-Heki roof hood and up to
two vent windows ensure a supply of fresh air.

•T
 extile panels in over-cab bed
The upholstered textile panels provide even
more cosiness in the over-cab bed. The two
newspaper pockets offer space for evening
reading.

¡

Bed extension
The single beds can quickly be made into a large
bed area using an additional upholstered unit.

•F
 lexible reading spotlights
The two LED reading spotlights ensure relaxed
night-time reading.

•C
 lever shower column
The shower panel features numerous storage
compartments for shampoo and shower gel.
The attractive shower head matches the
sophisticated design perfectly.

¡

 ixed shower screen
F
Instead of the standard shower curtain,
a fixed shower door can also be supplied.
(depending on model)

•G
 enerous storage options
All care products can easily be accommodated
in the under-sink cupboard and the mirrored
cabinets.

• Practical THETFORD rotating toilet
The cassette toilet can be twice rotated by
90 degrees. This ensures the optimal use of
space.

• DOMETIC SEITZ Mini-Heki roof hood
Light in, damp out! All bathrooms are
equipped with DOMETIC SEITZ Mini-Heki

•L
 ED lighting
The LED spotlights provide a pleasant light in
the bathroom area.

• Sturdy door fittings
The washroom door is equipped with sturdy
lock fittings. It will therefore remain firmly
closed whilst driving.

roof hoods.

• Series equipment

¡

Special accessories

Bathroom
Bedroom / Bathroom
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¡

•O
 n-board control panel above the
entrance door
The intuitively operated control panel is easily
accessible above the entrance door.

Latest battery management
The HELLA battery sensor constantly
measures the charge status of the starter
battery and 92 AH-AGM on-board battery as
well as its consumption values and charging
currents. The colour display means the power
supply always remains in sight.

•E
 fficient LED lighting technology
Good for the environment: the modern lights
that make up the LED lighting have a long
lifespan and reduce power consumption.

•C
 entral light control panel
The lighting can easily be controlled by pressing buttons on the central light control panel.

• Frost-protected fresh water tank
The fresh water tank is installed in one of the
seat benches so that it is protected against
frost. This also means that it is easy to clean
the tank.

• Rear-ventilated storage cupboards
Optimal circulation of the rising radiator heat:
ventilation slits in the cupboards and a largeenough gap between winter ventilation and the
exterior wall prevent damp spots and mildew.

Colour display
Information

Monitoring

Charging

Charging device

Starter and on-board battery with
HELLA battery sensor

Waste water tank

Drain nozzle

Operating device
for hut-off valve

Shatterproof, impactresistant insulation box

Hot air

• Insulated and heated waste water tank
The waste water tank is fitted under the floor
on all Hobby motorhomes and as an option
is also heated with additional insulation and
hot air.

• Easily accessible waste water nozzle
The sluice gate for the used water is also
located in the heated area of the waste water
tank. Frost therefore has no chance.

On-board technology
28
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• TRUMA combination hot air heater with hot
water boiler
The hot air pipes from the TRUMA combiheater distribute heated air optimally through
the vehicle and ensure cosy temperatures.
The hot air can be controlled separately in the
over-cab bed areas.

¡

Practical outside shower
The outside shower allows you to cool off on
hot days. It can also be used to conveniently
rinse off pieces of equipment.

•D
 igital TRUMA control panel for heater
The combi-heater is operated using the
TRUMA CP-PLUS-6 digital control panel with
timer function, individual night-time reduction and temperature sensor.

¡

 OMETIC FreshJet roof air-conditioning unit
D
The roof air-conditioning unit features four
controllable airflow settings. The comfortable
lightweight works economically and quietly.

• Easily accessible frost monitor valve
The zero current safety drain valve automatically empties the boiler if there is a risk of
frost. The outlet pipe cannot freeze therefore
and the water supply is assured. (installation
situation depending on model; fig. may differ)

¡

 IONEER AVH-2500BT Moniceiver
P
Besides functioning as a DVD player, navigation
system and a display for the reversing camera,
the AV tuner is used for wireless phone calls via
Bluetooth and as a central media player.
(Subject to change of model in the current
season)

•C
 entral gas distributor in the kitchen
The shut-off valve on the gas distributor is
easily accessible in the kitchen.

• TV equipment
The TV arm, which can be pivoted through
180 degrees, allows a good view of the 19"
LED television from all positions. Reception is
provided by a digital SAT receiver and various
satellite antennae.

• Series equipment

¡

Special accessories

On-board technology
On-board technology
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• Insulated garage with large opening angle
The fully insulated garage hatches secured
with solid two-point toggle locking have a
large opening angle. The garage spaces can
also be heated.

•M
 ore room thanks to lowered rear
The lowered rear of the low-frame chassis
(not in the V60 GF and A55 GS Sport)
ensures maximum garage dimensions. An
extra-thick floor insulation made of XPS
protects against frost.

• Robust interior garage coating
All garages come with a robust and easy-toclean plastic coating.

Storage space
30
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¡

 turdy lashing rails
S
Adjustable lashing eyes, in which support
straps can be fastened, ensure that loads are
safely secured. (depending on model, standard in the A55 GS Sport)

•S
 pacious gas cylinder locker
Whether they are placed behind each other or
next to each other, gas cylinders have plenty
of room in the spacious storage locker. That
guarantees an easy change of cylinders.
(model example)

¡

¡

Roof rails with rear ladder
The roof rails with rear ladder provide space
for surfboards or roof boxes.

 table THULE bike carrier
S
Perfect for one, two or three bikes – THULE
bike carrier.

•C
 upboards with plenty of storage space
The doors that open wide upwards allow
plenty of headroom. Extra-sturdy hinges
ensure a high opening and locking force.

• Firmly closing furniture handles
The shapely furniture handles on the cupboards keep the doors firmly closed.

• Shelf in cab
The all-round shelf gives direct access to
everything that drivers and passengers need to
quickly get their hands on. (not Alkoven)

•C
 lothes drawer under the bed
In vehicles with single beds, clothes drawers
under the slatted frame provide additional
storage room.

• Wardrobe with pull-out rail
The wardrobe under the bed features a pullout rail, which makes it much easier to load.
(depending on model)

• Large wardrobe by the bed
There is room for plenty of clothes in the
tall cupboards. The additional storage compartments in some models allow even more
tidiness. (depending on model)

•S
 hoe drawer in entrance area
Dirt stays outside: the shoe drawer with
practical soft-closing under the seat bench is
standard in many models.

•A
 ll wardrobes are fitted with LED lighting as
standard.

• Series equipment

¡

Special accessories

Storage space
Storage space
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SIESTA VAN
V60 GF

Technical data
Basic vehicle / Chassis
Basic engine size
Chassis type
ccm

Power
Chassis
Number of axles
Drive type
Wheelbase

V65 GE

T60 GQ

T60 FL

T65 GF

SIESTA ALKOVEN

T65 GE

T65 HFL

T70 GQ

A55 GS Sport

mm

MASSES AND WEIGHTS

A65 GM Family

A70 GM

FIAT Ducato

FIAT Ducato

FIAT Ducato

FIAT Ducato

FIAT Ducato

FIAT Ducato

FIAT Ducato

FIAT Ducato

FIAT Ducato

FIAT Ducato

FIAT Ducato

FIAT Ducato

2.3 l – 130 PS

2.3 l – 130 PS

2.3 l – 130 PS

2.3 l – 130 PS

2.3 l – 130 PS

2.3 l – 130 PS

2.3 l – 130 PS

2.3 l – 130 PS

2.3 l – 130 PS

2.3 l – 130 PS

2.3 l – 130 PS

2.3 l – 130 PS

FIAT low frame
chassis

FIAT low frame
chassis

FIAT low frame
chassis

FIAT low frame
chassis

FIAT low frame
chassis

FIAT low frame
chassis

FIAT low frame
chassis

FIAT low frame
chassis

FIAT low frame
chassis

FIAT low frame
chassis

FIAT low frame
chassis

FIAT low frame
chassis

1,956

1,956

1,956

1,956

1,956

1,956

1,956

1,956

1,956

1,956

1,956

1,956

92 kW / 130 PS

92 kW / 130 PS

92 kW / 130 PS

92 kW / 130 PS

92 kW / 130 PS

92 kW / 130 PS

92 kW / 130 PS

92 kW / 130 PS

92 kW / 130 PS

92 kW / 130 PS

92 kW / 130 PS

92 kW / 130 PS

V60 GF

V65 GE

T60 GQ

T60 FL

T65 GF

T65 GE

T65 HFL

T70 GQ

A55 GS Sport

A60 GF

A65 GM Family

A70 GM

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Front-wheel drive

Front-wheel drive

Front-wheel drive

Front-wheel drive

Front-wheel drive

Front-wheel drive

Front-wheel drive

Front-wheel drive

Front-wheel drive

Front-wheel drive

Front-wheel drive

Front-wheel drive

3,800

3,800

3,450

3,450

3,800

4,035

4,035

4,035

3,450

3,800

4,035

4,035

V60 GF

V65 GE

T60 GQ

T60 FL

T65 GF

T65 GE

T65 HFL

T70 GQ

A55 GS Sport

A60 GF

A65 GM Family

A70 GM

Overall length

mm

5,999

6,690

6,238

6,490

6,490

6,990

6,990

7,190

5,638

6,238

6,490

6,990

Overall width

mm

2,180

2,180

2,340

2,340

2,340

2,340

2,340

2,340

2,340

2,340

2,340

2,340

Overall height

mm

2,790

2,790

2,790

2,790

2,790

2,790

2,790

2,790

3,070

3,070

3,070

3,070

Interior clearance

mm

1,980

1,980

1,980

1,980

1,980

1,980

1,980

1,980

2,150

2,150

2,150

2,150

Technically permissible gross weight1

kg

3,500

3,500

3,500

3,500

3,500

3,500

3,500

3,500

3,500

3,500

3,500

3,500

Tare weight

kg

2,541

2,676

2,683

2,707

2,717

2,790

2,869

2,804

2,642

2,830

2,845

2,909

Weight in ready-to-travel state2

kg

2,651

2,786

2,793

2,817

2,827

2,900

2,979

2,914

2,752

2,940

2,955

3,019

Load3

kg

849

714

707

683

673

600

521

586

748

560

545

481

Permitted trailer load with brakes4

kg

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

mm

65 / 34 / 34

65 / 34 / 34

65 / 34 / 34

65 / 34 / 34

65 / 34 / 34

65 / 34 / 34

65 / 34 / 34

65 / 34 / 34

65 / 34 / 34

65 / 34 / 34

65 / 34 / 34

65 / 34 / 34

V60 GF

V65 GE

T60 GQ

T60 FL

T65 GF

T65 GE

T65 HFL

T70 GQ

A55 GS Sport

A60 GF

A65 GM Family

A70 GM

Number of people when driving

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

6

55

Three-point seat belt

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

6

6

V60 GF

V65 GE

T60 GQ

T60 FL

T65 GF

T65 GE

T65 HFL

T70 GQ

A55 GS Sport

A60 GF

A65 GM Family

A70 GM

2/1

2/1

2/1

4

2/1

3/1

4

4/2

4/2

–

2,140 x 1,200 / 455

–

–

1,940 x 1,300

1,940 x 1,300

Body wall thickness (floor / roof / wall)
SEATS

BERTHS
Number of berths / berths optional

2/1

2/1

2

Lying-down area, middle, optional (length x width)

mm

1,995 x 1,200 / 455

1,995 x 1,200 / 455

–

Lying-down area, rear (length x width)

mm

2,000 x 1,400 / 1,195

2,040 x 770 /
1,860 x 770

1,900 x 1,400 /
1,140

2,020 x 1,410 /
1,000

2,155 x 1,400 /
1,285

2,140 x 830 /
1,900 x 830

2,060 x 1,410 /
1,060

2,095 x 1,600 /
1,250

2,155 x 780

2,155 x 1,400

2 x 2,155 x 890

2,155 x 1,400

Lying-down area, over-cab beds (length x width)

mm

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

2,100 x 1,600

2,100 x 1,600

2,100 x 1,600

2,100 x 1,600

Lying-down area, drop-down bed (length x width)

mm

FILLING QUANTITIES

2,140 x 1,200 / 835 2,140 x 1,200 / 455 2,140 x 1,200 / 455

–

–

–

–

–

–

1,960 x 1,300

–

–

–

–

–

V60 GF

V65 GE

T60 GQ

T60 FL

T65 GF

T65 GE

T65 HFL

T70 GQ

A55 GS Sport

A60 GF

A65 GM Family

A70 GM

Waste water volume

Liter

92

92

92

92

92

92

92

92

92

92

92

92

Fresh water volume

Liter

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

V60 GF

V65 GE

T60 GQ

T60 FL

T65 GF

T65 GE

T65 HFL

T70 GQ

A55 GS Sport

A60 GF

A65 GM Family

A70 GM

2 x 11

2 x 11

2 x 11

2 x 11

2 x 11

2 x 11

2 x 11

2 x 11

2 x 11

2 x 11

2 x 11

2 x 11

Charging device

16 A

16 A

16 A

16 A

16 A

16 A

16 A

16 A

16 A

16 A

16 A

16 A

Number of power sockets (12 V / 230 V)

1/3

1/3

1/3

1/5

1/3

1/3

1/5

1/3

1/3

1/3

1/3

1/3

V60 GF

V65 GE

T60 GQ

T60 FL

T65 GF

T65 GE

T65 HFL

T70 GQ

A55 GS Sport

A60 GF

A65 GM Family

A70 GM

Rear garage (insulated and heated)





–

–





–

–









Lowered rear

–















–







530 x 1,250

650 x 1,100

670 x 1,150

780 x 1,000

–

450 x 650

–

450 x 650

On-board technology
Room for gas canisters

kg

GARAGES AND SERVICE HATCHES

Garage hatch (clearance: width x height)

mm

550 x 900

730 x 1,000

–

–

550 x 1,000

780 x 1,000

–

–

Service hatch (clearance: width x height)

mm

450 x 650

450 x 650

650 x 800 /
480 x 200

1,150 x 770

450 x 650

450 x 650

1.150 x 770

1,150 x 770 /
480 x 200

 Series equipment

– Not available

1

The technically permissible gross weight must not be exceeded under any circumstances.


The weight of the vehicle in ready-to-drive state corresponds to the weight of the empty
vehicle, including lubricants, on-board tools, spare wheel (repair kit where appropriate),
fuel (100 %), extra battery, all standard factory-fitted equipment and 75 kg for the driver
in addition to the basic equipment. Basic equipment comprises the weight of the fresh
water and gas containers, which are filled to 90 % of their capacity. The basic fittings for all
models weigh 110 kg.

3

 he load corresponds to the difference between the „technically permissible gross weight“
T
and the „weight in ready-to-travel state“. This value must take account of passengers,
optional accessories and personal items.

4


The
towing attachment is a special accessory. Please comply with the maximum permitted
towing weight.

2 	

Technical data
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A60 GF

entity

Basic vehicle / Chassis

Capacity

SIESTA

SIESTA Motorhomes 2014

With the weight capacity increase option, the number of seats increases to 6.

5 	

These features are in all SIESTA motorhomes:

Basic vehicle / Chassis

Side windows can be opened out

Bathroom

Driver‘s airbag

Installation preparation for reversing camera

Diesel particle filter

Body door with window and storage compartments

Side washroom with moving washbasin for showering

Electronic immobiliser

Entry lights (LED)

(only in the T60 FL and T65 HFL)

Extended wing mirrors

Retractable electric easy-access step

DOMETIC SEITZ Mini-Heki roof light 400 x 400 mm

ABS (anti-locking brake system)

Sturdy apron strip made of aluminium

with pleated fabric for black-out and insect protection

ASR (anti-slip regulation)

Insect screen for entrance door

THETFORD cassette toilet with electric flush

EBD (electric brake force distribution)

Elegant awning by THULE OMNISTOR

Sturdy door fittings

Compact washroom with integrated shower cubicle

ESP (electronic stability programme)

LIVING COMPARTMENT

Mud flaps front

Water / Gas / Electricity

Tyre repair set

All windows: Combi-cassette with black-out and

HOBBYTherm® thermo-function floor with XPS heat

Hazard triangle and first-aid kit

insect protection pleated fabric

insulation

Additional seat-belt anchorage with lap belts against the

Wardrobe with LED lightning

Tandem submersible pump

direction of travel

Folding pleated blind system in the cab

Gas regulator with over-pressure protection

(only in A65 GM Family and A70 GM)

(DIN EN 12 864) and hose line

Insulated and heated waste water tank

Kitchen

TV equipment

Cab

Central gas distributor in the kitchen unit

DOMETIC-Slim Tower fridge, 140 litres incl. removable

On-board battery AGM 92 Ah

12 litre freezer compartment

Power supply 12 V / 230 V and antenna socket

(depending on model)

Remote control central locking

DOMETIC-refrigerator, 96 l with 9-litre ice box

On-board control panel

Electric window winders

(in VAN and Alkoven models)

LED living room lighting

Swivelling driver and passenger seats with

Stainless steel three-flame cooker with glass cover and

Light control panel

improved comfort

electric ignition

Additional spotlights

Curtain in the driver‘s cab

Stainless steel sink with glass cover

Passenger seat can also be moved sideways

(A60 GF)

Kitchen drawers in convenient size with full extension,

Heating / air conditioning

soft-close mechanism and push-locks

TRUMA heating Combi 4

Cutlery insert

TRUMA heating Combi 6 E

GRP roof

LED work surface lighting

TRUMA-LCD control panel Combi CP Plus

GRP undercarriage

Kitchen sockets

Body

Hot water supply in the kitchen and washroom
Frost-protected fresh water tank

DOMETIC SEITZ Midi-Heki roof light 700 x 500 mm
with pleated fabric for black-out and insect protection

(in VAN models)

SLEEPING

Rear-ventilated storage cupboards

(not in A55 Sport and A60 GF)

Cold-foam mattress

DOMETIC SEITZ Mini-Heki roof light 400 x 400 mm

Drop-down bed, mechanical

with pleated fabric for black-out and insect protection

movable slatted frame

(T65 HFL)

(in Alkoven models)

Series equipment
Technical data / Series equipment
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SIESTA VAN

V60 GF

SIESTA

T60 GQ

T60 FL

T65 GF
4

4

4

2+1

2+1

2

3,5 t

3,5 t

3,5 t

L: 5.999 mm • B: 2.180 mm
H: 2.790 mm • G: 3.500 kg

L: 6.238 mm • B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.790 mm • G: 3.500 kg

L: 6.490 mm • B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.790 mm • G: 3.500 kg

V65 GE

T65 GE

T70 GQ

4

4

2+1

MODELs
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SIESTA Motorhomes 2014

L: 6.990 mm • B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.790 mm • G: 3.500 kg

2+1

3,5 t

L: 6.490 mm • B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.790 mm • G: 3.500 kg

T65 HFL

Drop-down bed

2+1

4

4

3,5 t

2+1

4

3,5 t

3,5 t

3,5 t

L: 6.690 mm • B: 2.180 mm
H: 2.790 mm • G: 3.500 kg

4

L: 7.190 mm • B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.790 mm • G: 3.500 kg

L: 6.990 mm • B: 2.340 mm
H: 2.790 mm • G: 3.500 kg

SIESTA ALKOVEN

A55 GS Sport

A60 GF

Explanation of symbols

Design

4

4

4

3+1

3,5 t

3,5 t

L: 5.638 mm • B: 2.340 mm
H: 3.070 mm • G: 3.500 kg

L: 6.238 mm • B: 2.340 mm
H: 3.070 mm • G: 3.500 kg

Bed

G

· Garages

Drop-down bed

F

· French bed, crosswise

Bed conversion (optional)

F L · French bed, lengthwise

Seating area

E

· Single beds

Cabinet

Q

· Queen size bed

Wardrobe

H · Drop-down bed

Kitchen

M · Central seating unit

Worktop / table
Floor
Compact washroom

Technical data

Side washroom

A65 Gm Family

A70 GM
6

4

Number of people when driving

L

· Overall length

4+1

Number of beds / Number of beds optional

B

· Overall width

3,5 t

Technically permissible gross weight 3.5 t

H

· Overall height

Fridge Slim Tower

G

· 	
Technically permissable

5

4+2

4+2

3,5 t

3,5 t

Garages

gross weight

Lowered rear

L: 6.490 mm • B: 2.340 mm
H: 3.070 mm • G: 3.500 kg

L: 6.990 mm • B: 2.340 mm
H: 3.070 mm • G: 3.500 kg

MODELs
Models
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Iceland

Norway
Finland
Sweden
Estonia

Denmark

japan

Poland
Czech Republic

Netherlands

Slovakia
United Kingdom
Hungary
Romania

Belgium

Thailand

Austria

France

Bulgaria
Spain
Slovenia
Portugal

Luxembourg

Switzerland

Dick Lane Motorhomes
Dick Lane
Thornbury
Bradford
West Yorkshire
BD3 8QD
01274 661 441
www.dicklanemotorhomes.co.uk

Italy

Greece

Germany

N ot e

Hobby-Wohnwagenwerk
Ing. Harald Striewski GmbH
Harald-Striewski-Straße 15
24787 Fockbek / Rendsburg

The models featured in the brochure also currently have optional extras or decoration that are not part of the standard scope of delivery.
Deviations in terms of structure and colour compared to the featured furnishings are subject to change provided they have to do with the
nature of the materials used and are found in the trade. The same applies to technical changes to the vehicle provided the product quality
remains the same overall or is improved and the purpose of use is not impaired.

www.hobby-caravan.de

UK

Correct as of July 2013

Dealer

